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The Czech market – overview 

Czech Republic has around 10,500,000 inhabitants. This segment is naturally connected with Slovakia 

that has 5,500,000 citizens as there are no language barriers. One third of all our visitors are Slovaks 

and they share the same cultural values as we do, so there is no significant difference from the point 

of view of outdoor gear. 

People in this segment are generally big fans of outdoor as it is a tradition to be a member of Scout 

organization or to have a cottage in the mountains. In recent years, sports such as airsoft and 

paintball are becoming extremely popular and army e-shops are expanding their range of products to 

satisfy rising demand for military gear. However, there is very small range of tactical / military gear 

available and e-shop are trying to attract more and more brands. 

Our country is often used as a gate to the Eastern markets by sales companies that plan expansion to 

this part of Europe. Moreover, the Czech Republic is a strategic place also for companies such as 

Amazon targeting on Central & Eastern Europe, because there is a good connection to Germany, 

Austria, Poland and Eastern Europe. 

Spending on clothes (in US $): 

 

Figure 1 - source: http://www.euromonitor.com/medialibrary/PDF/Book_EMDAS_2014.pdf 

Visits on Vybaven.cz 

We have started this website at the beginning of September 2014 and it is growing rapidly: 
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Visits: around 1k per day 

New visits: 41% 

Time spent: 3:11 

Countries: As we have a Czech written website, most visits come from the Czech Republic and 

Slovakia (Slovak and Czech are very similar languages): 

 

Sources on Vybaven.cz 

So far, we are active mainly on FB, but we are also getting some referrals and starting cooperation 

with other partners. 
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Referral websites for Vybaven.cz 

Vybaven.cz was created as a logical step in our evolution. We first started with websites Bushcraft.cz 

and Postapo.cz that grouped strongly engaged community with interests in outdoors and military. 

Since there was no website where could people interested in outdoors and military read unbiased 

reviews of gear (there are some websites in Czech Republic with gear reviews but many of them 

publish paid marketing articles that has no value for reader interested in gear quality), so we created 

Vybaven.cz. Both websites, Bushcraft and Postapo, has its own social profiles on FB that are used to 

make visitors flow to Vybaven.cz. 

To briefly describe the two referrals, Bushcraft is aimed more on the nature, traditional techniques 

and hiking. Postapo is strictly considered as a mutation of American preppers’ websites – however it 

is staying out of the conspiratorial theories, it gives people feeling that they should be prepared for 

potential threats that could come. 

 Bushcraft 

Visits on the website are difficult to analyze as people are using social media and when we publish 

new article there is a one-time peak in number of visits and then it goes down again.  

On FB we have 7,200 fans which are actively engaged in group discussion. The competition for this 

website is small and targeting on slightly different segment (old-school nature lovers). 

 Postapo 

Similar statistics for the website visits as Bushcraft. Postapo’s FB profile has 9,050 likes. This site is 

the only one in this segment of the Czech market! 


